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Abstract:
Regions with abundantly available renewable energy are not necessarily the same as those with a high population density and high energy consumption. Therefore, renewable energy can be produced in optimal climate conditions with a
remote renewable hub and transported to these population-dense regions. To establish this energy transport, ammonia provides a flexible, easy-to-handle energy carrier, which already showed a viable option for transporting energy from
Australia to Japan. However, current literature rarely considers the impact of techno-economic uncertainty on the feasibility of this transport. Therefore, we performed a robust design optimization on the levelized cost of ammonia and the
power-to-ammonia efficiency considering techno-economic uncertainties. Furthermore, we compared the local (Belgium)
and remote (Morocco) ammonia production and transport for Belgium. This paper provides the robust designs (i.e. least
sensitive to uncertainty) for local and remote renewable ammonia production, the advantages of both approaches on the
levelized cost and power-to-ammonia energy efficiency. The results confirm that ammonia production in regions with high
solar irradiance following the convenient transport of ammonia is cost-effective and robust (790 euro/tonneNH3 in mean
and 128 euro/tonneNH3 in standard deviation) over local production (1334 euro/tonneNH3 in mean and 249 euro/tonneNH3 in
standard deviation) to the higher available solar irradiance. The local production provides for higher and robust Power-toammonia energy efficiencies (53.6% in mean and 0.1% in standard deviation), while the remote production is less efficient
and more sensitive to uncertainties (47.9% in mean and 1.53% in standard deviation). Both objectives are highly influenced
by the capacity of the photovoltaic arrays and the electrolyzers, where in the case of Morroco, the fuel cell capacity plays a
major role in the efficiency of the system. Future work aims to perform a techno-economic-environmental evaluation of this
robust design optimization, including environmental indicators like recycling of composite materials and depletion of rare
materials.
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1.

Introduction

Ammonia (NH3 ) as an energy carrier boomed in recent years because it can support the defossilisation of the
world. The need to produce this fuel in large mass is becoming increasingly important to transport renewablebased hydrogen (produced by renewable-powered electroyzers) over large distances while advancing from a
fossil-fueled production of nitrogen fertilizers to renewable ones [1–4]. Ammonia has a wide range of applications similar to that of renewable hydrogen. Studies show the potential of ammonia as a maritime fuel or in the
power industry (with gas turbines) [5]. Projects across the world (between Japan and Australia, in Germany
and in Korea) examine the advantage of renewable ammonia and its possibility to transport this energy vector
via ship or pipelines to other countries or continents in the future [6]. Where, for instance, the consortium
with Australian and Japanese member industries want to establish the production and transportation of cheap
renewable ammonia from energy rich location to high demand locations. Other projects are looking for ways
to use this ammonia as a direct or indirect fuel for producing electricity [5]. For the case of Belgium, renewable
energy sources are scarce compared to other regions in Europe with higher wind speed (north of Scotland) and
solar irradiance (south Europe) [7], therefore Belgium can not rely on only domestic renewable energy supply
in the future [8]. The study of Limpens et al. [9] already showed the drive towards Power-to-Gas systems to
compensate for the need of seasonal storage and flexibility in a low-CO2 emission society. The hydrogen import coalition [10] showed the economic feasibility of importing renewable energy to Belgium over sea through
the use of energy carriers. These energy carriers included hydrogen, ammonia, methane, methanol and liquid
organic hydrogen carriers, where producing ammonia and methanol in Chile, Oman and Morocco were com-

petitive against different hydrogen production sites in Belgium. Another advantage for considering import over
local NH3 production is the additional electric load on the electricity grid when renewables are not sufficient to
cover the PtA system base load [11]. Although this local production would be favorable because there is no
need for large distance transport, PtA plants in northern Africa can be beneficial because of the ideal location in terms of availability of water and high total global solar irradiance (2303.5 kWh/m2 /y), than in Belgium
(population dense coast and low annular global solar irradiance (1101 kWh/m2 /y) [2, 6, 12].
Traditionally, ammonia is produced by a Steam Methane Reforming (SMR) process to form hydrogen from
methane while emitting CO2 . The hydrogen gas is mixed with nitrogen (obtained from the air) and provided
to the Haber-Bosch Synthesis (HBS) process where the mixture is synthesized at high pressure and high
temperature to ammonia over a metal catalyst [13]. This process has technologically improved (in terms of
energy efficiency and reactor design) and commercially matured over the last 100 years to sustain the high
demand of ammonia as a fertilizer at a low cost [14]. Currently, the transition from these fossil-fueled HaberBosch plants to the PtA plant is promoted to reduce the global carbon footprint of the nitrogen fertilizer and
to be used for the future energy demand [14–16]. The traditional HBS process is adapted to operate at a
steady-state condition at its nominal level. Without an unadapted Haber-Bosch process, these PtA plants
would require in practice large hydrogen tanks and a back-up system to continue the HBS to operate at the
same load when there is not enough renewable energy available in islanded locations [6, 17, 18]. The patent
of Ostuni et al. [19] showed the capability to regulate the load of a traditional and renewable-based ammonia
synthesis loop by controlling the inert gas concentration and purge flow rate of the process, which allowed
to reduce the minimal load between 10% to 20% from the nominal load. The research of Cheema et al.
[20] demonstrated also this capability but added the flexibility under variable loads with an adapted ammonia
reactor designs. Cheema et al. [20, 21] concluded that changing the inert feed concentration, feed flow rate
and the H2 /N2 ratio to the process create the highest flexibility for the PtA process to operate when powered by
renewables. Beerbühl et al. [22] developed a heuristic optimization approach to integrate renewable energies
through the optimal sizing and scale of the chemical processes. The study applied this heuristic approach
on a non-linear ammonia synthesis process and established the necessity of using non-linear modeling for
the optimized scheduling and capacity planning of these hydrogen-based storage facilities. Other papers as
the one of Nayak-Luke et al. [17, 23] and Palys et al. [24] show especially how this scheduling and advanced
power management strategies provide for lower Levelized Cost of Ammonia (LCOA) by minimizing the H2 and
N2 buffer tank capacity. In particular, the study of Nayak-Luke et al. [17] presented the cost competitive location
in the future (2030) by adopting this strategic scheduling in combination with a reduction of cost (levelized cost
of electricity and capital expenses of the electrolyzer). In this report, some of the locations in Europe can only
compete with other locations (outside Europe), when the electrolyzer’s full load hours are over 5000 h, while
in Northern-Africa, the electrolyzer only need a full load hour between 2500 h and 3000 h to achieve the same
levelized cost (below 450 USD/tonneNH3 ) [17]. However, these studies do not consider uncertainties related to
changes in cost and energy consumption while optimizing the design of such energy capture systems. These
uncertainties lead to a reduction in production and revenue over time. Therefore, robust designs are needed
to reduce the sensitivity of these uncertainties (technical and economical) and quantify the effect of these
uncertainties on certain technical or economic objectives [25].
In this paper, we optimize the energy efficiency, levelized cost of NH3 and their sensitivity against uncertainties
of a photovoltaic-powered grid-connected PtA plant in Belgium and an isolated photovoltaic-powered PtA plant
in Morocco where ammonia is transported via ship to Belgium. Within this study, we disregard the reconversion
of this ammonia back to hydrogen or electricity and assume that the ammonia can be used in the power industry
or in the fertilizer industry. The optimizer determines the size of all individual components (PhotoVoltaic (PV)
array capacity, the electrolyzer capacity, the back-up system, the storage tanks, and HBS capacity) and power
flows to maximizing the mean PtA energy efficiency while minimizing the mean LCOA while minimizing the
sensitivities of uncertainties on these objectives.

2.

Methodology of the stand-alone power-to-ammonia plant

In this section, we describe first the global PtA model including the individual components. Next, the climate data and the objectives are defined. Afterwards, the model uncertainties that are affecting the system
performance and cost are presented. Finally, the robust design optimization method where we combine a
metaheuristic optimizer and uncertainty quantification analysis method is described.

2.1.

Model description

The stand-alone PtA model can be disassembled into five main parts (Figure 1). The first part is the conversion
from solar irradiance to electric energy using PhotoVoltaic (PV) cells. The second part is where a section of this
electric energy is used to produce hydrogen and nitrogen, respectively using a Proton Exchange Membrane
(PEM) electrolyzer and an Air Separation Unit (ASU) unit. When the power to the electrolyzer exceeds its
capacity, the excess is provided to the ASU. When this power again exceeds to capacity of the ASU, this

residual power is discarded. The third section is where the hydrogen and nitrogen gas are intermediary stored
in buffer tanks. A fuel cell stack or grid connection or both powers the ammonia process when there is not
sufficient power available to compensate for a set load. In the forth section, hydrogen and nitrogen are extracted
from the tanks and provided to the Haber-Bosch to produce ammonia. The Haber-Bosch itself is directly
powered by the PV panels or by the backup system (grid and/or fuel cells). In the last section, the produced
ammonia is shipped when the PtA plant is located in Morocco. The full PtA plant and ship model are developed
in Python which are described in the following subsections.
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Figure 1: The flow chart of the Power-to-Ammonia plant where the plant is subdivided in five groups. The
photovoltaic cell convert the solar irradiance in electric power. This power is distributed over the production
of hydrogen, nitrogen and ammonia. The intermediate storage buffers the hydrogen and nitrogen gas and a
backup system provides power to the Haber-Bosch when there is insufficient solar power. In the case of the
Moroccan PtA plant, a ship transports (and partially use) the ammonia to Belgium.

2.1.1.

Photovoltaic cells

To determine the electricity produced by a PV array, we imported the model from the PVlib Python library [26],
which has been validated with experimental data and commercial software [27]. The model quantifies the PV
panel power production through a current-voltage characteristic:
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for which the parameters are derived from manufacturer data [28]. We adopted the characteristics of a
monocrystalline silicon PV panel (Sunpower SPR X-19-240-BLK) [29] as a reference for the operation a the
PV array.
2.1.2.

Proton exchange membrane electrolyzer and hydrogen tank

We adopted a PEM electrolyzer, as the technology promises a fast response time (<1 second) and full operational flexibility. These characteristics are crucial when coupled to an intermittent renewable energy supply
[30]. The hydrogen production of a PEM electrolyzer is directly related to the operating current:
ṅH2 =

IPEM
.
2F

(2)

To derive the operating current from the applied electric power, we adopted the voltage-current characteristic
from Abdin et al. [31]. The operating current considers the open-circuit voltage Uoc , activation overpotential
Uact , ohmic overpotential Uohm and concentration overpotential Ucon , which depend, among others, on the
operating temperature, pressure and current:
UPEM = Uoc − Uact − Uohm − Ucon ,

(3)

We refer to Abdin et al. [31] for the details on the quantification of these overpotentials.
The produced hydrogen is then stored in a hydrogen tank where the sizing of the tank needs to be minimized
by the optimizer as is described by Nayak-Luke and Bañares-Alcántara [17]. A minimum capacity of 10% is
adopted to allow a maximum depth of discharge of 90% as described by Wang et al. [32]. No pressure and
mass losses are considered inside the tank.

2.1.3.

Air separation unit and nitrogen tank

The Air Separation Unit (ASU) generates nitrogen gas obtained from the air. Three systems could perform this
operation at various scales. The first type of system adsorbs with a membrane the nitrogen from the air based
on selective permeation [33]. This technology is seen as cost-effective for the support of the Haber-Bosch
in small-scale operation (below 150 tonNH3 /day) [34]. Sanchez et al.[34] showed the cost-competitiveness of
a second ASU system, the Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) below this production limit of 300 tonNH3 /day.
Above this limit, the modular design of the PSA becomes less attractive in terms of production and investment
cost and nitrogen purity, where a distillation column (liquefying the nitrogen in the air) becomes more favourable
for large scale production. The energy efficiencies of these three air separation systems vary over a specific
range. Based on five papers [17, 23, 24, 35, 36], we observed the range of an ASU energy efficiency lies
between 0.108 kWh/kgN2 and 0.243 kWh/kgN2 . Therefore, we implemented a linear relationship between the
nitrogen gas production (in kg/h) and the hourly electric energy consumed by the ASU with an uncertain energy
efficiency between these boundaries.
The produced nitrogen is then assumed to be stored in a nitrogen tank. Like in the case of the H2 tank, the
optimizer needs to minimize the maximum capacity of the nitrogen tank (in kg) as is described by Nayak-Luke
and Bañares-Alcántara [17]. We assume the same maximum depth of discharge of the hydrogen tank, where
we considered a minimum capacity of 10% and no pressure and mass losses inside the tank.
2.1.4.

Haber-Bosch synthesis process

The Haber-Bosch (HB) process synthesizes the hydrogen and nitrogen gas with a catalyst to ammonia. The
efficiency of this synthesis loop depends on various operating conditions and design parameters, e.g. the
loop pressure (ranges between 100 bar and 250 bar), the temperature inside the ammonia reactor (reaching
between 350◦ C and 550◦ C), the catalyst material, the type of separation process (via a condensation or pressure swing adsorption system) and the reactor configuration (direct or indirect cooling). This combination of
elements and the capacity of the ammonia synthesis system results in different energy efficiencies for the
Haber-Bosch process (between 0.532 kWh/kgNH3 and 0.648 kWh/kgNH3 ) [17, 18, 23, 37]. We integrated a linear relation between the ammonia production (in kg/h) and provided electric energy with an (uncertain) energy
efficiency to model the HB process. We assume the process will constantly operate at a H2 /N2 ratio of 3:1. So
for each produced kg of ammonia, 14/17 kg of N2 and 3/17 kg of H2 gas are removed from their respective
storage tanks. In addition, the load can only increase with steps of 20%/h between a designed minimum load
and 100%. When the power to the HB is larger than 20% of the previous load, the load will increase by 20%.
When the load is lower than 20%, the load will decrease by 20%. In addition, when the N2 or H2 buffer tanks
are operating at their minimum (maximum) capacity, the NH3 production will be decreased (increased). The
ammonia production will be adapted to allow the buffer tanks to recover from their boundary levels. For example, when the buffer tanks reaches their maximum capacity, a higher ammonia production during the night
will occur or when the buffer tanks reaches their minimum capacity, the ammonia production will be minimized
during the day. This load scheduling shows better performance in overall efficiency and levelized cost, to the
decreasing dependency of grid or large back-up systems in combination with the high storage cost of hydrogen
[23, 38].
2.1.5.

Backup system

We incorporated a backup system to accommodate a steady power supply to the Haber-Bosch process when
there is insufficient electric power, e.g. a sudden decrease in solar irradiance or powering the Haber-Bosch
during the night. This backup system could be provided in two ways: a dispatchable grid or a fuel cell stack.
For the case of Belgium, we assume there is a power grid available at all times, like in the case of Armijo and
Philibert [18]. In addition, a fuel cell can be installed to reduce the PtA dependency on the grid, which is done
in the study of Palys et al. [38]. For Morocco, we assume this plant will be grid-isolated and fully backed up by
a fuel cell-based system like in Nayak-Luke et al. [23]. Whenever there is no grid and the backup capacity is
not sufficient to support the Haber-Bosch process at a particular hour, the ammonia production is set to zero
for that hour.
The PEM fuel cell is characterized similarly to the PEM electrolyzer. The voltage-current characteristic is
adopted from Murugesan et al. [39], which has been validated on the Ballard-Mark-V PEM fuel cell:
UPEMFC = UNernst − Uact − Uohm − Ucon .

(4)

We refer to the work of Murugesan et al. [39] for the detailed quantification of these overpotentials.
2.1.6. Ship model
A ship transports ammonia from Morocco (Aglou) to Belgium (Zeebrugge). We adopted the ship model of
Kim et al. [40], which is operating by an ammonia-based engine propulsion system. The reported ship has a
maximal capacity of 500 reefers, which are refrigerated containers with a volume of 28.3 m3 . We assumed the

transported ammonia is stored at a pressure of 11 bar and 27◦ C, having a density of 600 kg/m3 . We integrated
the same ship model (Case 2 of [40]) and its load profile while including the economical parameters of the
ship’s components. The study reported a daily fuel consumption of 69.9 tonneNH3 with 250 reefers, which could
transport 4290 tonne NH3 with each trip in our case. However, we adapted the electric service profile of the
ship with a linear scaling factor. This scaling factor allows the optimizer to design the total reefer capacity
of the ship. So a more significant amount of reefers on the ship can transport more NH3 but increase fuel
consumption. When the number of reefers is relatively small, less NH3 is transported, but the fuel consumption
will be less (21.6% less fuel consumption between the minimum and maximum capacity of reefers). Based on
the maximum speed of the ship (a maximum speed of 19 knots [40]), we determined with a tool [41] that the
ship will travel between 3 and 4 days from Aglou to Zeebrugge.

2.2.

Climate data

As climate data, we provide the hourly ground solar irradiance and ambient temperature of the year 2019 of
Belgium (Zeebrugge) and Morocco (Aglou) to the PV-powered PtA plant (Figure 2) [42]. We observe a significant difference of 41.8% in the yearly solar irradiance in the two locations. The location in Morocco (Aglou)
shows a more stable solar irradiance over the year, whereas the solar irradiance in Belgium (Zeebrugge) is
more affected by the weather and seasons.
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Figure 2: Climate data of Zeebrugge (Belgium) and Aglou (Morocco) of 2019 [42].

2.3.

Objectives

The main objectives of this paper are to maximize the total energy efficiency of the PtA plants (ηe ) and the
Levelized Cost of Ammonia (LCOA) while minimizing their sensitivity against uncertainties. We defined this
energy efficiency as the ratio of the total ammonia production and the total amount of energy (Etotal ) provided
to the system. This total energy is composed of two parts: the energy provided to the system via the PV panels
(EPV ) and the energy supplied by the grid (if the grid is available). To minimize the excessive hydrogen and
nitrogen production, we subtract the energy stored in the H2 and N2 tank. The energy efficiency of the PtA
plant design is therefore defined as follow:
ηe =

mNH3 · LHVNH3 − |EH2 ,tank | − |EN2 ,tank |
EPV + |Egrid |

[%],

(5)

where mNH3 amount of ammonia produced over the year in kg, LHV is the Lower Heating Value of ammonia
(18.6 MJ/kgNH3 ), EH2 and EN2 are the energy in the hydrogen and nitrogen tank at the end of the year, EPV
is the electric energy produced by the solar panels and Egrid is the grid energy in MJ. The nitrogen energy
is calculated based on the uncertain energy efficiency, where the energy required to produce or compensate
for the consumed nitrogen is determined. As our second objective, we want to minimize the levelized cost of
ammonia. The LCOA is defined as:

P
i CAPEXa,i + OPEXa,i + Cgrid
LCOA =
[euro/tonneNH3 ]
(6)
mNH3
In this equation, the LCOA depends on the total annualized investment cost (CAPEXa,i ) and annualized operational cost (OPEXa,i ) of the component i, the grid cost (Cgrid ) and the yearly ammonia production (mNH3 ). We
implemented the method of Zakeri and Syri [43] to convert the capital expense (CAPEX ) of a component i to

its annualized investment cost (CAPEXa,i ). The CAPEX of each component depends on the installed capacity.
We considered a 30 year lifetime for the PtA plant and ship [17, 18], used an interest rate of 4%, an inflation
rate of 2% and a grid price of 71.5 euro/MWh [44].

2.4.

Design space and uncertainty characterization

The PtA system is sized according to a set of design variables to minimize the levelized cost and maximize the
system’s efficiency. We selected in total 11 design variables that influence these objectives (Table 1). From
these 11 design variables, eight design variables are used for sizing an individual component, i.e. the PV array
capacity size, the PEM and FC stack size, the maximum capacity of the HBS process, the H2 and N2 tank
capacity and the number of reefers. The residual three design variables are dedicated to the power distribution
to the PEM stack and the HB process and determining the optimal minimal load of the Haber-Bosch process.

Table 1: Decision variables of the NSGA-II algorithm.
Decision variable
PV capacity
PEM capacity
FC capacity
HBS capacity
ASU capacity
H2 tank
N2 tank
reefer
fraction PPV to PHBS
fraction PPV to PPEM
HBS minimal capacity

Minimum
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
80
10

Maximum
106
106
105
105
105
105
105
500
20
99
50

Unit
[kWp]
[kW]
[kW]
[kW]
[kW]
[kg]
[kg]
[-]
[%]
[%]
[%]

We identified 19 uncertainties divided into 14 economic and 5 technical uncertainties for the uncertainty characterisation. We extracted economic values from PtA studies and converted the reported currencies to euro2022 .
The range of each component is then determined and used as an uncertainty (Table 2). For the four technical
uncertainties, we implemented the energy efficiency ranges of the Haber-Bosch and the air separation and the
solar irradiance and temperature of both locations. We based the uncertainty of the solar irradiance and temperature for these locations on weather data of 11 years (between 2005 and 2016) [45]. In Aglou (Morocco),
we observed a relative standard deviation on the yearly global irradiance and temperature of 3.11% and 14%,
whereas in Zeebrugge, these are 4.19% and 58%. In addition, the time that the ship spends to go from one
port to another is also taken uncertain (between 3 and 4 days). We consider all (technical and economic)
uncertain parameters as Uniform distributions except for the solar irradiance and temperature; we consider
them as Gaussian distributions.
Table 2: Economic uncertainty ranges of the capital and operational expenses of components of the Power-toAmmonia plant, where the reported currencies are converted into euro2022 .
Component
PV
PEM
HBS
ASU
FC
H2 tank
N2 tank

2.5.

CAPEX
Minimum Maximum
350
921
482
1223
455
5317
1391
7162
921
2400
189
1420
19
19

Unit
euro/kWp
euro/kW
euro/kW
euro/(kg/h)
euro/kW
euro/kg
euro/kg

OPEX
Minimum Maximum
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.03

Sources
Unit
%CAPEX /y
%CAPEX /y
%CAPEX /y
%CAPEX /y
%CAPEX /y
%CAPEX /y
%CAPEX /y

[17, 18, 24, 44]
[6, 17, 18, 24, 46]
[18, 24, 46]
[17, 18, 24, 47]
[17, 18, 24, 44]
[17, 18, 24, 48]
[24]

Robust design optimization

A meta-heuristic optimizer is implemented to find this set of optimized design variables. However, to the
uncertain (technical and economic) parameters, we need to quantify the sensitivity of the objectives by these
parameters with an Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) analysis. Then, we can optimize the uncertain objectives
according to their statistics (mean and standard deviation). This methodology to optimize the design of a
system according to an uncertain objective is called Robust Design Optimization (RDO) [28, 44, 49, 50]. We
implemented the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) to optimize the objectives by finding

Table 3: Technical uncertainties of the Power-to-Ammonia plant.
Component
Specific energy consumption HBS
Specific energy consumption ASU
Solar irradiance Belgium
Solar irradiance Morocco
Temperature Belgium
Temperature Morocco
Shipping day (one trip)

Minimum
0.532
0.108
-4.19
-3.11
-0.589
-0.145
3.0

Maximum
0.648
0.243
4.19
3.11
0.589
0.145
4.0

Unit
kWh/kg
kWh/kg
%
%
◦
C
◦
C
days

Source
[17, 18, 23, 37]
[17, 23, 24, 35, 36]
[45]
[45]
[45]
[45]
[41]

the optimized set of decision variables. This set corresponds to the design samples that dominate every
other sample in at least one objective, resulting into a Pareto set of design samples. For the UQ analysis of
static deterministic models, Monte Carlo simulation is commonly used but takes up to 106 evaluations to get
accurate statistics of the mean, variance and higher-order moments [51–53]. For this reason, we adopted the
Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE) where the number of evaluations is reduces while creating a meta-model
from orthogonal polynomials and their corresponding polynomial chaos coefficients, as is described by Blatman
and Sudret [54]. We refer to the work of Coppitters et al. [28, 44, 50] for further details of the implemented
RDO algorithm.

3.

Results and discussion

We discuss first the results of the design optimization (with and without uncertainties) and compare the deterministic and robust design cases. Finally, we discuss and compare the key design variables of the Moroccan
and Belgian PtA process.
We choose a population size of 30 and 300 generations as the computational budget for each design optimization. We selected a polynomial order of 2 for the PCE algorithm in the RDO case. The deterministic design
optimization (where we excluded the uncertainties on the parameters) resulted for each case in a Pareto front
(Figure 3a). We observe that the Belgian case can attain higher energy efficiencies than the Moroccan case
but at significantly higher costs (4035 euro/tonneNH3 with an efficiency of 55.4%). The Moroccan case attains
the highest efficiency at 50.6% at a cost of 1938 euro/tonneNH3 . This efficiency difference between these two
points is related to the backup system (fuel cell stack) and transport of NH3 , where both systems cannibalizes fuel (H2 or NH3 ) to power the plant during the night or the ship during transport. When comparing the
levelized cost of NH3 , the Moroccan plant can achieve a lower LCOA at a higher efficiency (708 euro/tonneNH3
and 46.3%) than the Belgian plant (1114 euro/tonneNH3 at 45.3%). These LCOA values are comparable to
the ones found in the paper of Nayak-Luke and Bañares-Alcántara [17]. In this case study, the LCOA of
Morocco was 751 euro2022 /tonneNH3 (757 USD2020 /tonneNH3 ) while in Belgium this cost lies between 731 and
1258 euro2022 /tonneNH3 (between 737 and 1269 USD2020 /tonneNH3 ). The difference between the paper [17] and
ours (besides the difference in technical and economic parameters) is the inclusion of wind power, locationdependent discount rates and excluding the shipping cost to deliver NH3 to Belgium. However in the lowest
LCOA case, the inclusion of the ship is minimal in cost (1% of the component cost) and in NH3 consumption
(ship cannibalizes 6.55% of the produced NH3 ).
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Figure 3: Deterministic and robust design optimization of PV-PtA plant of the Belgian and Moroccan case
where maximizing the energy efficiency and minimizing levelized cost of ammonia results in a trade-off.

The robust design optimization shows a similar Pareto front between maximizing the mean efficiency and
minimizing the mean levelized cost of ammonia (Figure 3b). In the RDO results, the Belgian case attains
a higher mean energy efficiency (53.6%) than the Moroccan case (47.5%), but at a higher mean LCOA
(2677 euro/tonneNH3 versus 1700 euro/tonneNH3 ). Still, the Moroccan plant achieve a lower LCOA at a higher
efficiency (790 euro/tonneNH3 and 44.4%) than the Belgian plant (1334 euro/tonneNH3 at 38.6%). In addition
to having the lowest LCOA, the Moroccan plant shows the smallest trade-off in standard deviation between
the lowest mean LCOA and lowest standard deviation LCOA (Figure 5a). Between these extremes, there is a
difference of 21 euro/tonneNH3 in standard deviation and 51 euro/tonneNH3 in mean. While for the Belgian case,
there is a larger trade-off of 376 euro/tonneNH3 in mean LCOA and 92 euro/tonneNH3 in standard deviation. In
terms of energy efficiency, we observe a small trade-off between the highest mean efficient and robust plant in
the case of Belgium (5.71% difference in mean efficiency and 0.08% in standard deviation), where for Morocco,
the trade-off is more significant in mean energy efficiency (29.3%) and standard deviation (1.05%).
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Figure 4: Pareto fronts of the mean and standard deviation of the LCOA and energy efficiency of the Belgian
and Moroccan case.

We identified the PV and the PEM electrolyzer capacity as the two key design variables to obtain the Pareto
fronts (Figure 5). In the best mean LCOA of the Morrocan case, the PV size is 2.38 times smaller in capacity
than the best mean LCOA case of Belgium. This factor shows the impact of a renewable-rich location on a
location with a lower yearly solar irradiance. For Belgium, the PV capacity goes towards the maximum boundary of 1 GWp to reach a smaller LCOA. In both cases, a lower PV capacity increases the mean LCOA (lower
production of NH3 ), but increases the mean efficiency. In addition, the PEM capacity is inversely proportional
to the PV capacity, where a small PEM capacity provides for lower LCOA in both cases, while an increasing
PEM capacity improves the mean energy efficiency of the PtA plant. This trend relates to the electrolyzer’s efficiency, where the efficiency is the highest at lower loads. When the electrolyzer’s load increases, its efficiency
decreases to overpotential losses (Equation 3). In both cases, the electrolyzer capacity goes to the maximum
set boundary of 1 GW to gain higher efficiency in the mean. For reaching the lowest standard deviation in
energy efficiency, the PEM capacity needs to decrease (lower than the PV capacity), while the HBS and PSA
capacities remain the same size in all designs. This observation implies that the most robust design (in energy
efficiency) would require lower PEM capacities, therefore discarding larger quantities of excess solar energy,
reducing the mean energy efficiency to increase its standard deviation (Equation 6). In addition to Morocco’s
PV and PEM capacities, we observe that the fuel cell capacity matches the HBS capacity at the lowest LCOA.
To attain higher efficiencies, the fuel cell capacity increases while the capacity of the HBS does not increase.
Like with the electrolyzer, the fuel cell system is more efficient when the system is oversized, which increases
the capital expenses, but increases the energy efficiency of the PtA plant. In the case of Belgium, the fuel
cell capacities remain below 0.04 kW. In addition, we observe that the minimal load of the NH3 process lies
between 10% and 11% for all designs in both cases. Therefore, this optimization shows the essential need for
creating a Haber-Bosch process with lower operating loads to create an energy-efficient and cost-effective PtA
plant. Therefore, the further development of a flexible Haber-Bosch is vital for the future application of these
seasonal energy capture systems.

4.

Conclusion

Technical and economic uncertainties have a significant impact on the Power-to-Ammonia process for capturing and storing seasonal renewable energy. Installing these storage systems in renewable-rich locations is
cheaper than in locations with fewer renewables and high demand for electrofuels. In this paper, we modelled
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Figure 5: The PV and PEM capacities impacts the mean LCOA of the Belgian and Moroccan cases.

all the components to transform solar energy into ammonia, where we optimized the efficiency and levelized
cost of this plant with robust design optimization. The results of the RDO on the PtA plant showed that the location in Morocco provides the lowest mean cost (between 790 euro/tonneNH3 and 841 euro/tonneNH3 ) and least
sensitive designs (between 128 euro/tonneNH3 and 107 euro/tonneNH3 ) to the implemented uncertainties. In the
case of Belgium this trade-off is significantly larger (between 1334 euro/tonneNH3 and 1710 euro/tonneNH3 in
mean and between 249 euro/tonneNH3 and 157 euro/tonneNH3 in standard deviation). This large gap between
the two cases originates from two design variables: the PV array’s size and the PEM electrolyzer capacity
combined with the more effective solar irradiance. Meanwhile, the Belgium case provided us with a design with
the highest mean efficiency (53.6%) and a design with the lowest sensitivity (0.02%) on the standard deviation
than the Moroccan case (highest mean of 47.5% and lowest standard deviation of 0.48%) to the absence of
a ship and fuel cell backup system. We observed that the Morrocan case attains lower PV capacity for lower
LCOA than the Belgium case, where the PEM electrolyzer capacity influences the efficiency of the PtA plant
in mean and standard deviation. Therefore, the Moroccan case shows that ammonia plants located in the
solar-rich environment are cheaper (in mean and less sensitive to uncertainties) to produce and then transport
the NH3 to Belgium than producing it locally. In terms of efficiency, the Belgium case shows better performance
in mean and standard deviation because of the absence of a fuel cell and ship while having a grid as a backup
system. However, this grid is implemented with a fixed price, while the grid price is uncertain in reality. In the
future, we will implement these uncertainties while also including wind power while adding an extra objective
where we want to minimize the environmental impact of these plants.
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